
February 26, 2022 

A Long Trip and a Shortfall 
 

In the early hours of the despicable Russian invasion of Ukraine, I was watching news coverage 

with Dr. Stéphanie. The unfolding scene (before bombs began falling) featured long lines of 

traffic, gas shortages, and ATM machines not working. 
 

Steph said, "Like Haiti every day." Of course, as the days rolled on and the images became 

increasingly more horrific, Haiti suddenly seemed calm and normal.   
 

On Thursday, I had to get my Covid test in order to travel to Florida yesterday. I did not want to 

drive my Subaru because it still needed more work. Gabens said he would be at SCCC by 10:00am 

so could take the Xterra. He left his home at 9:00am with the expectation he would be at SCCC 

by 9:40am. He arrived at 10:30am. Traffic in all directions was tied in knots by a massive, peaceful 

protest by the factory workers who make only five bucks for nine hours of work. I was able to 

take a back route to the airport to get the Covid test. 
 

So yesterday, I was concerned about protests again bringing traffic to a grinding halt. I left Santa 

Chiara at 9:15am for a 12:57pm flight. Michele drove me and I asked him to take the same back 

route. We weren’t paying strict attention and turned down the wrong dirt road. It was a steep 

downhill, narrow road littered with rocks. Michele had to drive in reverse up the steep road. 

Michele drives faster in reverse than most people drive forward. Even a short drive to the airport 

is filled with tense moments. We made it to the airport by 9:30am. 
 

The JetBlue area was jammed with people. The 10:45am flight to JFK airport in New York, landed 

in Haiti at 11:15am, just minutes ahead of the JetBlue flight from Fort Lauderdale. The JetBlue 

gate barely has enough room for one flight, let alone two flights. They boarded the NY flight first. 

I was amazed that we only pushed back from the gate 10 minutes behind schedule. But because 

there is only one runway in Haiti, we had to wait ten minutes for another incoming plane to land.  
 

We landed just ten minutes behind schedule at 3:07pm. But we waited for 15 minutes for someone 

move the jetway to the plane and open the door. Mercifully, immigration was empty. But traffic 

going north on I-95 was slowed by a few accidents. I arrived at the post office in Ft. Pierce just 

five minutes before it closed. I was eager to gather up all the mail that had arrived since February 

5th. I was hoping the mail would contain enough donations to keep us rolling for another month. 

Our monthly budget is $25,000. We have just enough to make it to the end of March. I will open 

all the envelopes as soon as I send this Journal. 

 


